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A MESSAGE FROM THE

PRODUCER
This year’s annual report “Country the Untold Story“ highlights the cast and crew who quietly
go about their jobs ensuring that rural South Australians have access to quality health services
close to where they live.
This ranges from our resident rural GPs and Specialists, our Allied Health and Nursing
professionals and the vast array of visiting services who spend many hours traveling to rural
towns so the people who live there don’t have to. Like the communities who receive these
services we are extremely grateful for all the effort and commitment shown by our workforce
both resident and visiting.
The Board of the RDWA are much like the Producers in the production of a movie. Our job is to
oversee the security of the funding and to ensure that the high-level organisational guidelines
are in place so that we maximise our opportunities to make a blockbuster.
The year has certainly had its challenges but we were buoyed by a significant boost to our
funding. The funding for 2020-2021 was a top grossing box office high of $20.7 million.
These additional funds have provided us with the opportunity to provide creative workforce
solutions for some smaller communities and allowed us to support a growing number of less
experienced and junior doctors to join rural practices with education and training for them
and support for their supervisors. Many of these new recruits have already transitioned to a
Fellowship training pathway while remaining in the communities they have chosen.
The Rural Health Workforce Strategy has also created the opportunity for us to expand our much
sought after Road to Rural Intern program. The more we can do to showcase country to junior
doctors the greater the chance that we will continue to meet the needs of the communities
we serve.
Of course, none of this would be possible without our funding partners. We have maintained our
funding agreements with Commonwealth Department of Health both directly and through our
Rural Workforce Agency Network operating as a consortium.
We continue to be very well funded by the six Regional Local Health Networks through our
State agreements. This allows us to provide significant support and retention services to our
resident GPs.
The Board of the RDWA would like to acknowledge all of our GPs and health providers and say a
special thank you to our Director of the RDWA crew Lyn Poole and all her great team for tireless
efforts to ensure that , while the story might be largely untold, their focus and commitment to
country plays on.

Dr Mike Beckoff I RDWA Chair
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A MESSAGE
FROM THE

DIRECTOR

WELCOME TO COUNTRY THE UNTOLD STORY.
This movie is longer than the making of Ben Hur (for those old enough to get the reference).
It’s a story that rolls on with little fanfare or much fuss. Of course, it has its moments when there are interruptions
in production but by and large it just plays in the background supporting the health and wellbeing of rural South
Australians.
The majestic scenery made up of 400,000 people across more than 983,000 square kilometres provide the
location shoots that are rural South Australia.
Unbeknown to most the cast collectively referred to as our primary health care workforce is huge. There are
more than 650 GPs working and living in country. There are over 1000 Allied Health professionals, Nurses and
Midwives all going about their jobs making sure that rural people have the services they richly deserve.
When you add in the hundreds of visiting providers crisscrossing the state you start to understand the role of
the production crew. With the support of our Executive Producers (our funders) and our Producers (the Board)
its our job to make sure that the funding is available for the right episodes, the cast are supported and the
scenes are shot in the right places at the right time.
Our talented cast need support. Whether that’s the logistics of getting them where they need to be to start their
day consulting or providing them with an understudy so they can take a well-earned break we are working on
the production schedule up to a year in advance so there’s no interruption to production. We invest
in their skills and development of to ensure they are at the top of their game when providing
the care to their rural communities.
Of course, we are always recruiting new cast and helping them to settle
into their new communities.
This year has certainly presented us with some challenges but with the
dedication and commitment of our workforce we found a way for this to have
minimal impact on our rural communities.
We sincerely thank all the cast of this epic production for their
compassion, and their unwavering allegiance to country.
To our partners in production, the Regional LHNs, the Rural
Support Service, the Commonwealth Department of Health, the
Aboriginal Community Controlled Health Services, the practices,
the universities, GPEx, Country SA PHN and our “Back on Country”
partner the Aboriginal Health Council of SA Inc we say thank you
because we couldn’t do it without you.
To our Board thank you for your continued support of me, the
organisation and your commitment to our vision.

TO THE CREW AT THE RDWA WHO HAVE QUIETLY
AND DILIGENTLY GONE ABOUT THEIR BUSINESS
ALWAYS MAKING SURE THAT THE MOVIE IS SHOT
ON TIME AND ON BUDGET WHILE CARING FOR
AND SUPPORTING OUR CAST THANK YOU FOR
EVERYTHING YOU DO.
Lyn Poole I CEO
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OUT
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REACH
LIKE ANY EPIC PRODUCTION, IT’S THE

PERFORMANCES OF THE LEAD ACTORS, THE
SUPPORT CAST AND CREW AND THE GREAT
LOCATIONS THAT MAKE GREAT STORIES AS
IMPORTANT TODAY AS THE DAY THEY BEGAN.
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This year, we celebrated
20 years of outreach services –
and we’d like to honour and thank every person and organisation
who has made the last two decades the success story that
Rural Health Outreach is.
Originally the Medical Specialist Outreach Assistance
Program, MSOAP was created and funded by the
Commonwealth Department of Health in recognition of
poorer health of rural people, and to improve access to
specialist services for rural communities.
For SA, this was the opportunity to create a visiting
mental health psychiatry service of significance, and
to expanded the small ophthalmology, maternal and
women’s health and chronic disease visiting services.
These humble beginnings set the stage for two
decades of investment and growth in these services
that remain at the heart of what is now known as the
Rural Health Outreach Program.
Remarkably, some specialists have been with us since
those very early days. These seasoned outreach
specialists are joined by the emerging stars, the
specialists who take up the opportunity to serve rural
communities because its in their nature to give.

THE RHOF CREDITS ARE QUITE
REMARKABLE, 19 DIFFERENT SPECIALITY
TYPES, 50 RURAL LOCATIONS, AND IN THE
LAST 12 MONTHS, 823 TRIPS TO PROVIDE
13,513 PATIENT SERVICES.

All while negotiating a pandemic that has locked
down communities, disrupted commercial travel and
created such a high volume of local travellers that
accommodation is incredibly difficult to secure and
commercial transport providers can charge much
more than pre-pandemic rates and fly much less often.
The commitment of the women GPs who provide
visiting services in towns that do not have a resident
woman GP has been amazing this year. Despite all the
interrupted travel, there have been 76 visits to provide
149 days of care in 11 locations. This includes for some
GPs driving the 16 hours necessary because no flights
were available. Country SA’s women thank you for
your dedication.
The need for mental health services for many people
has been an enormous challenge during the past 12
months, and we have worked with Country SA Primary
Health Network and the Rural and Remote Mental
Health Service to ensure mental health workforce is
linked up and where possible expanded to support the
growth in need for care.
Communities, specialists and the RDWA are really
writing the script already for the coming years because
Rural Heath Outreach is such an important player on
the stage of SA’s rural health service that we plan to be
showing for at least another two decades. Our plans
to establish ophthalmic hubs were disrupted, however
we have continued to work to ensure ICD, Visiting
Optometrist Scheme and Eye and Ear Surgical Services
programs are well integrated and coordinated, and
the expansion work for the hubs will continue to be
developed next year.
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OUTREACHCAST
Dr Rishi Agrawal
Dr Jacob Alexander
Dr Ral Antic
Dr Dale Ashby
Mr Tyson Baird
Dr Peyman Bakhtiarian
Dr Antoinette Bearman
Dr Warwick Black
Mr James Blewit
Dr Samuel Boase
Dr Karyn Boundy
Dr Heather Brownlee
Dr Christine Burdeniuk
Dr Simon Burnet
Dr Kirsten Campbell
Ms Jane Carlisle
Dr Anne Cawley
Central Adelaide Local Health
Network Endocrinologists
Dr Vijay Challa
Dr Sharad Chawla
Mr Ken Chenery
Dr Thomas Chesterman
Ms Bonnie Cheyne
Dr Sophie Cilento
Mr Philip Clem
Mr Christopher Connelly
Dr Susan Crail
Mr Geoffrey Craven
Ms Karen Cresshull
Dr Robert Culver
Mr Jelle de Bock
Dr Daham De Silva
Mr Martin Diep
Mr Anthony Dinesh
Dr Martin Downs
Dr Katharine Drinkwater
Dr Yang Du
Dr Shane Durkin
Dr Hamish Eaton
Mr Craig Edwards
Ms Rachel Elovaris
Mr Jose Estevez

Mr Craig Farmer
Dr Ken Fielke
Dr Stephen Fitzgerald
Dr Patrick Flynn
Mr Paul Fotkou
Dr Meredith Frearson
Dr Lalith Gamage
Dr Vipulajith Gange
Ms Susan George
Dr Shane Gill
Dr Geetha Giri
Mr Tristan Glover
Mr Jose Gonsalves
Dr Judith Gould
Dr Tim Gray
Dr Timothy Greenwell
Mr Andrew Griffiths
Dr Alethea Grobler
Dr Neeraj Gupta
Mr Ben Hamlyn
Dr Thomas Han
Mr Mitchell Hancock
Dr Michael Harbord
Dr Garth Hargreaves
Mr Luke Higgins
Prof Michael Horowitz
Ms Mary Houlahan
Dr Harry Hustig
Dr David Jankowiak
Dr Joshua Jervis-Bardy
Dr David Jesudason
Dr Ian Jones
Mr Sean Jones
Ms Tamra Karolewicz
Dr Shannon Kennedy
Assoc Prof Thomas Kimber
Dr Rebecca Kurlinkus
Dr Richard Kwiatek
Dr Aparna Laddipeerla
Dr Narsing Laddipeerla
Dr Michael Lane
Dr Adriana Lattanzio
Ms Anne Lentakis

Dr Nieves Leonardo
Dr Marek Litwin
Dr Cath Love
Dr Patricia MacFarlane
Dr Chinmay Marathe
Dr Brian McKenny
Assoc Prof Richard Mills
Moorundi Aboriginal
Community Controlled Health
Service Inc
Dr Daniel Mosler
Dr Helen Murray
Dr Ludomyr Mykyta
Dr Dildeepa Naveen
Dr Marni Nenke
Nganampa Health Council
Dr Igor Nikitins
Nunkuwarrin Yunti of SA Inc
Nunyara Aboriginal Health
Service
Ms Emma Nutt
Dr Joyleen O’Hazy
Dr Ann Olsson
Mr Jordan Owen
Pangula Mannamurna
Aboriginal Corporation
Pika Wiya Health Service
Aboriginal Corporation
Ms Elise Pocknee
Port Lincoln Aboriginal
Health Service
Mr Anthony Robinson
Dr Ravi Ruberu
Dr Adam Rudkin
Dr Manodhi Saranapala
Mr Kym Schellen
Ms Jorja Schutz
Dr Geoffrey Seidel
Ms Clarissa Sheehan
Dr Ji Yann Siew
Mr Alek Sims
Dr Ben Smith

Southern Adelaide Local
Health Network
Hepatologists
Ms Alison Spurr
Mr Dion Stanbury
Ms Hannah Stanley
Dr Nigel Stewart
Dr George Stolz
Assoc Prof Stephen Stranks
Dr Jörg Strobel
Assoc Prof William Tam
Dr Deepa Taranath
Dr Graeme Taylor
Dr Angela Teh
Dr Jane Thiel
Ms Christelle Thomas
Mr Mark Thompson
Dr Prashant Tibrewal
Dr Philip Tideman
Ms Elizabeth Tiernan
Dr Sally Tregenza
Dr Emily Tucker
Tullawon Health Service Inc
Dr Christopher Tyson
Umoona Tjutagku Health
Service Aboriginal
Corporation
Dr Michael Warhurst
Dr Lachlan Warren
Mr Joseph Waterman
Assoc Prof Alan Wigg
Women’s and Children’s
Health Network Paediatric
Audiologists
Dr Ian Wong
Dr John Wood
Dr Graham Wright
Assoc Prof Christopher Zeitz
Yadu Health Aboriginal
Corporation
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PAIN MANAGEMENT OUTREACH
WE WELCOMED TO OUR STAGE THE FIRST FULL YEAR OF EXTENDED PAIN MANAGEMENT
OUTREACH – AND COULDN’T BE MORE DELIGHTED WITH THE AUDIENCE RESPONSE.
The Commonwealth Department of Health introduced funding
to support new multi-disciplinary models built around local
general practitioners last year, and four locations were
approved for SA; Kadina, Loxton, Port Lincoln Aboriginal Health
Service and Yadu Aboriginal Health in Ceduna.
Multi-disciplinary pain treatment services needed a new
script to be written to allow evidence-based care models to
take centre stage in each of the different locations. Here’s the
synopsis for each of the episodes so far:
• Series 1, Episode 1: Kadina - a pain specialist-led model
with the local GPs, a pain nurse, physiotherapist and
psychologist completing the multi-disciplinary team –
audiences from throughout Yorke Peninsula attending.
• Series 1, Episode 2: Loxton - local physiotherapist leading
coordination of the multi-disciplinary team which comprises
Outreach pain specialist and local GPs and, addressing
the lack of psychology services, using psychologicallyinformed physiotherapy for patients’ biopsychosocial
needs.

• Series 1, Episode 3: Port Lincoln Aboriginal Health Service
– yet to start filming - Local Practice Manager will coordinate
the clinical team which is led by the local GP and Aboriginal
Health Workers, supported by Outreach pharmacist,
physiotherapist and psychologist and a visiting pain specialist
to deliver a comprehensive service for Indigenous patients with
chronic pain.
• Series 1, Episode 4: Yadu Aboriginal Health – yet to start filming
- will be led by the visiting pain specialist, working with the
local GP and the Outreach psychologist and physiotherapist
to deliver care for Indigenous patients in need of chronic pain
treatment.
We have been fortunate to have attracted the interest of the
internationally respected Neuro Orthopaedic Institute, who have
brought wonderful talented team to this project, and we thank
them for their contribution,
Unfortunately, the Department of Health decided to end funding
for this program at the end of the year – we are hoping that
audience acclaim will help this to remain as part of rural health
in SA – and in the meantime, we have identified funds to keep
production into at least part of the coming year.

Hopefully production will continue.
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VISITING OPTOMETRIST SCHEME
LET’S WELCOME TO CENTRE STAGE – THE VISITING
OPTOMETRIST SCHEME, OR AS WE ALL KNOW IT, VOS.
VOS IS IN THE UNIQUE POSITION OF PLAYING CONTINUOUSLY FOR ALMOST
50 YEARS – MAYBE IT’S THE ‘JAMES BOND’ OF OUR OUTREACH PRODUCTIONS.
First ‘screened’ in 1975, VOS was managed by the
Department of Health for its first 40 years, coming
under the direction of Outreach Fundholders in 2015.
The last six years has seen enormous growth in VOS
– which now plays in 54 locations throughout rural
and remote SA every year.

Optometrists are working closely with many GPs who are interested in
shared care management of eye injuries and disease, and advances
in portable laser and intra ocular lens equipment support optometrists
to bring innovation and efficiency through technology. Realigned care
pathways that prevent the need for patients in remote locations needing
to travel to Adelaide for treatment.

Of course the 20 visiting optometrists are the
stars of the show, and we have tracked where
their changes in role in the past six years have
taken them, their profession, their colleagues and
their patients.

Local relationships that have been built over the years with general
practices, pharmacies and local councils have been invaluable for
enabling optometrists to continue visiting throughout the year.

VOS Optometrists have a significant role in
detecting and treating the eye health needs of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people with
55% of the total service being provided to Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander people. New ways of
working with the eye health liaison in the Aboriginal
Community Controlled Health Services are breaking
down barriers to care. Many optometrists are senior
clinicians with extensive teaching experience, and
they are highly motivated to improve eye health
outcomes for Indigenous people - even when a
pandemic prevents them from in-person visits, they
have been supported to maintain clinical care into
those health services.

FOR THE 4,416 OCCASIONS OF SERVICE THEY DELIVERED
THROUGHOUT THOSE 54 LOCATIONS, WE THANK YOU
FOR YOUR COMMITMENT TO RURAL COMMUNITIES, FOR
EXPANDING AND EXTENDING YOUR VISITS WHEREVER
POSSIBLE, AND FOR HIGH-QUALITY EYE
CARE THAT CHANGES LIVES EVERY DAY.
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INDIGENOUS CHRONIC
DISEASE OUTREACH PROGRAM
The Indigenous Chronic Disease Outreach Program celebrates a
decade of supporting local care. This year our untold story is one
of triumph prevailing over the many challenges of care for people
with chronic disease during a pandemic.
THE TRIUMPH IS 7,267 OCCASIONS OF SERVICE – THE HIGHEST EVER NUMBER OF
SERVICES FOR THIS PROGRAM. THE ALL-START CAST PERFORMING TOGETHER TO MAKE
THIS HAPPEN ARE THE ABORIGINAL COMMUNITY CONTROLLED HEALTH SERVICES, LOCAL
HEALTH NETWORKS AND GENERAL PRACTICES AND THE VISITING OUTREACH SPECIALISTS
AND ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONALS, WITH A GREAT SUPPORT CREW FROM RDWA.
Thank you to every one of you for making every plan you
had happen, especially when you had to remake that
plan three times over.
It’s the things you do every day that makes the
Indigenous chronic disease program perform – whether
its managing referrals, ensuring patient lists are full
or sending reminders, organising the sequence of the
multi-disciplinary visits, or getting up at 4am to make
the 6.30am flight; thank you for all these acts that make
the whole show work to increase access to appropriate
care for patients with chronic disease, and lead to
amazing health care improvements like this next story.
The Respiratory and Sleep Care Service in Nunyara
and Pika Wiya shows the true value of long term
partnerships. The commitment by local services to
work together with the outreach’s respiratory nurses
and respiratory physicians, the Flinders and Upper North
Local Health Network and RDWA ensures patients don’t
have to travel long distances, has built the skills in the

local health services, and has provided better access
and improved clinical wellbeing for Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander patients with respiratory and sleep care
needs in Whyalla and Port Augusta.
The service is now part of Nunyara and Pika Wiya clinic
activities and infrastructure. Local clinic staff and
the visiting health professionals developed unique
system approaches to care, and ensured the service is
joined with the multi-disciplinary care networks in Port
Augusta, Whyalla and Adelaide, which includes local
GPs, hospitals, the lung function laboratory in Whyalla,
radiology and pathology services, and connections
to ensure easy access to specialised tertiary care if
needed, in Adelaide.
All made possible because commitment of the
community, government, and professions to agreed
targets and to working in partnership, creating networks
for clinical and cost efficiency enabled by the outreach
services funding.
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HEALTHY EARS
WOW!
WHAT A PERFORMANCE FROM HEALTHY EARS –
BETTER HEARING, BETTER LISTENING THIS YEAR.
Our audiences have loved Healthy Ears this year,
with patient attendances more than doubled compared to last year.
We think the secret to this popularity has been the staff
in the Aboriginal Community Controlled Health Services
who have worked tirelessly behind the scenes and with
our outreach staff to make sure all the staff in their
clinics are working to get patients to appointments with
the allied health professionals and the ear, nose and
throat specialists, and to make sure the referrals to the
specialists are for the patients who need the specialists’
input to their care.
Thank you! With such great support crews in the rural
and remote locations, the performances were destined
to shine – and by that we mean, fully booked clinics,
low rates of nonattendance and appropriate referrals
to specialist services and more ear surgery to ensure
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children and young
people have access to the best possible hearing and ear
health services.

The next performance we’d like to shine a spotlight on
is that of the providers – the multidisciplinary team of
Aboriginal Health Workers, GPs, speech pathologists,
audiologists and ENTs.
With so much disruption due to the pandemic, these
dedicated health professionals stayed longer when they
visited wherever possible, often consulting for 10 to 12
hours per day in order to maximise visits and reduce
waiting lists that have accumulated over the past 12
months.

Thank you – that’s such an outstanding
effort from a highly talented team.
Behind the scenes of local delivery sits the SA Ear
Health Reference Group with key stakeholders working
together to planning designated SA ear health pathway
for Indigenous patients to access appropriate services.
As a member, we acknowledge the major contribution
the Aboriginal Health Council of SA Inc, Hearing Australia,
the Department of Education, the Country SA PHN,
the Women’s and Children’s Local Health Network
make in ensuring there is no duplication of services
and patients access to care across the full ear health
service continuum.
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COORDINATING
INDIGENOUS
EYE HEALTH
Coordinating Indigenous Eye Health activities across rural SA, and
across the different funding streams is an important chapter in the
untold stories to prevent unnecessary loss of sight.
The wonderful support cast and crew working locally in the Aboriginal
Community Controlled Health Services ensures that designated eye
health liaison staff lead the support for local and visiting health and
eye health professionals. This year everyone has worked to increase
understanding about the scope of practice optometrists have to treat
and manage eye disease and in preventing blindness.
We supported an increase in the frequency of optometry visits and
worked with local staff to have optometry visits scheduled before
ophthalmology visits. The results have been outstanding - local
screening and referral rates for retinal screening and optometry
services for patients with diabetes have improved, and only patients
needing specialist care were referred to ophthalmologists.

Importantly, together we also achieve greater
alignment with the Roadmap to Close the Gap for
Vision’s ratio of optometry and ophthalmology
services.
The Aboriginal Health Council of SA, the Aboriginal Community
Controlled Health Services and RDWA could write a complete
movie about the ongoing expansion of the ophthalmic hubs being
established through our partnerships. Portable laser equipment
would be the star, performing a major role in supporting optometrists
to make comprehensive referral for cataract surgery reducing the
reliance on ophthalmologists performing pre-operative consultations,
allowing them to provide the surgery locally for patients from APY
Lands, Yalata, Oak Valley, Ceduna, Coober Pedy, Port Lincoln, and Port
Augusta in hubs in Port Augusta, Whyalla and now Ceduna.
And that’s what makes coordination of eye health services so crucial
to preventing blindness for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people.

EYE AND EAR
SURGICAL
SUPPORT
For those times when there is just no other way of
meeting clinical timeframes for surgery, the Eye and Ear
Surgical Support Scheme can make surgery possible.
This program provides for the coordination of individual
access to timely surgery, and to make sure that there
is access to the full continuum of eye and ear health
services for Indigenous South Australians. For this
program, the best supporting actor would be awarded
to the Department of Health for their responsiveness
to the cases where the health system has failed.
Intervention at the crucial milestones in the, for example,
Royal Australasian College of Surgeons Elective Surgery
Urgency Guidelines ensures clinical evidence underpins
these decisions.

Despite all the challenges that COVID
brought to elective surgery, 46
Indigenous people, including very young
children, had surgery that would not have
happened in a timely way without this
Scheme, and positive outcomes in sight,
hearing and, for children, education are
anticipated as a result.
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MORE DOCTORS
FOR RURAL AUSTRALIA
PROGRAM

THE MORE DOCTORS FOR RURAL AUSTRALIA PROGRAM
(MDRAP) BEGAN SEASON 2 THIS YEAR, CONTINUING THE HUGE
SUCCESS IT ENJOYED IN ITS FIRST YEAR.
MDRAP follows the doctors as they experience rural general practice in SA before they apply to join
a GP Fellowship program, or complete their Fellowship.
We started the year with a cast of 26 - four completed their Fellowship and gained Specialist
registration and 11 joined the Royal Australian College of General Practitioners’ (RACGP) Practice
Experience Program (PEP) during year.
One of the standout features of MDRAP is that the doctor can start practising and establish
themselves in the local community, and then remain in that community once they join a Fellowship
pathway such as PEP.

Twenty new GPs applied for and joined MDRAP bringing
the total at the end of the year to 31.
We welcomed a major new enhancement to MDRAP when the Commonwealth Department of
Health introduced the MDRAP Support Package, allowing learning opportunities to be funded for
MDRAP doctors. The support package also enabled the supporting GP to receive a payment for
supervision.
Funding for these activities was more than $1,000,000 this year.
MDRAP support package has brought a valued addition to the already very popular MDRAP, and
we look forward to next year’s season bringing many more new doctors to start their new lives in
SA’s rural communities.
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GP

RECRUITMENT

LOCATION, LOCATION!
WE SPREAD THE WORD FAR AND WIDE ACROSS
AUSTRALIA – COME TO RURAL SA - GREAT ROLES
FOR RURAL GP, FABULOUS SCENERY AND
AUDIENCES THAT CAN’T WAIT TO SEE YOU.
And 39 new stars joined the rural GP workforce and we thank them for choosing to start
their story in rural SA in 2020-2021.
We ran marketing campaigns throughout Australia which generated significant interest
in rural SA. Three GPs who had been granted visas to live in Australia in March 2020 were
finally able to fly in and start practising in April 2021.
The Australian College for Rural and Remote Medicine (ACRRM) and the Australian
Health Practitioners Regulation Agency (AHPRA) put new processes in place to support
registration and clinical interviews using technology when face to face activity was not
an option.
Remote communities of Streaky Bay, Roxby Downs, Cummins, Ceduna and Yorketown all
welcomed new GPs.
All doctors starting in a new practice are supported to undertake orientation and many
have been eligible for grants to assist them to relocate to their new town.
In addition to the 39 new recruits, eight GP Registrars completed their Fellowship training
during the year and have taken up new positions in rural locations.
Thank you to all the rural GPs and Rural Generalists who started in new positions this year.
We look forward to following your stories as you ensure your community has access to
high quality local care.
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FELLOWSHIP
STRATEGY PROGRAM
THE CURTAIN GOES UP AND WE GIVE A STANDING OVATION
TO THE FELLOWSHIP STRATEGY PROGRAM
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 36 DOCTORS WHO WERE AWARDED
FELLOWSHIP OR COMPLETED ALL THEIR EXAM REQUIREMENTS
THIS YEAR AND WERE WAITING FOR THE FORMAL AWARDING
OF THEIR FELLOWSHIP.
What an outstanding achievement with so many extra challenges thrown at you by the COVID restrictions.
Thank you for persevering, and for placing such a high priority of gaining Specialist recognition as a rural GP.
And a huge thank you to the AOGP crew who educate and support the doctors throughout their Fellowship
pathway. Another wonderful performance this year, thank you.

RURAL LOCUM
RELIEF PROGRAM
While the Rural Locum Relief Program (RLRP) is now closed to new participants, the story of success
continued throughout the year, albeit with a few COVID interruptions.
At the beginning of the year, 50 doctors working in rural SA were part of the RLRP. RLRP allows doctors to
work in rural locations while they are studying and preparing for their Fellowship with one of the Colleges.
Despite postponements of College exams in 2020, eight doctors completed their Specialist training and
were awarded Fellowship. Congratulations and thank you for training and continuing to practice in rural SA.
An additional five joined the RACGP PEP or ACRRM Independent Pathway to complete their training. Thank
you for continuing your training in rural SA

BY THE END OF THE YEAR, 33 DOCTORS REMAIN
PRACTISING IN RURAL SA UNDER RLRP.
With changes to College training set for early 2023, we expect to see almost
all doctors on RLRP either complete their Fellowship in the coming year, or
join one of the College Fellowship pathways.
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LOCUM

APPEARING IN A TOWN NEAR YOU – THAT’S OUR
LOCUM GP, GP OBSTETRICIAN AND GP ANAESTHETIST
WORKFORCE, MAKING SURE YOUR LOCAL GP CAN
HAVE A BREAK.

What a show our fantastic locum team has put on this year – we can’t thank you enough
for your performances this year. Thank you for your life on the road, for the distances you
travel, for your adaptability to so many different practices, and for making sure SA’s rural
GPs can have a break and communities still have medical services.
COVID uncertainty throughout the year made all the usual daily activities that much more
difficult, however that did not stop our locum GPs from providing more than 220 weeks of
general practice services in rural SA, including 61 weeks of procedural locum in the smaller
procedural locations.
The increase in procedural locum placements has been warmly welcomed, because this
provides support to local towns that have birthing and surgical activity to retain those
services while the resident GP proceduralist has a break.
Standing in the wings of our locum program is our Medical Advisor, Dr David Adams. David
convenes our annual locum education week, is always available to discuss issues, and this
year has started peer learning groups to support the new requirements for professional
development. Thank you David and our team for their behind the scenes roles.
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MEDICAL
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAM
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Cut!
That’s the cry that went out at the beginning of this year for the planned Medical
Professional Development Program due to the pandemic restrictions of gatherings
and the restrictions on travel.

BUT THE SHOW MUST GO ON –
FROM THE START OF 2021
NINE LOCAL MEDICAL PROFESSIONAL
EVENTS WERE HELD ACROSS RURAL SA.
Our thanks to the presenters in the lead roles, Dr Lachlan Warren, Dr Simon Burnet,
Dr Phil Tideman and Dr Tom Chesterman all of whom are great champions of rural
medicine and well received by their GP colleagues because they understand rural
communities, hospitals and the clinical challenges and life faced by rural GPs.

Clearly delighted with the opportunity to attend local events,
more than 90 resident rural GPs, GP registrars, interns and
medical students turned out locally to network with each
other, and catch up on the latest in clinical care.
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RURAL EMERGENCY
SKILLS
PROGRAMS
AND THE AWARD FOR BEST REALITY DRAMA
GOES TO... THE RESP PROGRAMS.

This year, 140 rural GPs and GP proceduralists put themselves into
two days of intensive training and simulation to ensure they remain
equipped for the real-life situations they face in rural emergency,
obstetrics and anaesthetics every day. Then 94% of them rated
the experience as completely meeting their learning needs.
Outstanding performance by our education partners, LearnEM and
the GPs working together to learn.

RESP THE ORIGINAL NOW HAS FIVE
SPINS OFFS, MAKING IT THE MOST
COMPLETE SUITE OF RURAL EMERGENCY
EDUCATION PROGRAMS IN AUSTRALIA.
RESP Obstetrics and RESP Anaesthetics are both showing strong
following into their second season, providing great opportunities for
rural GP proceduralists to achieve their education components for
credentialling and get together as colleagues.
With access all areas including funded FSEP, GP obstetricians are
set to meet their three-year credentialling requirements. So that
GP anesthetists have the same opportunity, we asked LearnEM
to design a second credentialling activity for GPAs – and the Peer
Anaesthetics Review Program was launched. The storyline is
a GPA from a panel of GPAs trained in observation and feedback
shadows the local GPA for the day, providing structured feedback
and facilitating reflective discussion.

RESP paediatrics gives rural GPs who have
previously undertaken RESP the opportunity to learn
and practice those skills for the paediatric or child
patient. It’s a terrific option if you love variety shows.
To wrap this up, the fifth spin-off is Managing High
Risk Emergencies another new program we asked
LearnEM to develop for those times when face to
face education just can’t happen, and this is now
included for all GPs who participate in one of the
RESP courses.

A ROUND OF APPLAUSE AND THANK
YOU TO EVERYONE WHO TOOK PART
IN RESP THIS YEAR, AND TO THE
TEAM THAT MADE THESE GREAT
PRODUCTIONS HAPPEN.
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Long Service Medal
Recipients
In Attendance
Dr Geoffrey Arthurson
Dr Haydn Baillie
Dr Susan Baillie
Dr David Butler
Dr Diana Cross
Dr Clive Fowler
Dr Michael Gregg
Dr Adrian Gristi
Dr Stephen Holmes
Dr Graham Hughes
Dr Colin Ingham
Dr Kevin McEntee
Dr Peter Michelmore
Dr Christopher Muecke
Dr Robert Oswald
Dr Allison Ramsey
Dr Helen Robertson
Dr David Senior
Dr Paul Smith

Long Service Medal
Recipients Unable to Attend
Dr Stephen Byrne
Dr Julie Crouch
Dr John Dunn
Dr Michael Hoopman
Dr Brenton Martin
Dr Georgina Moore
Dr Linda Porteous
Dr Ashley Thomas
Dr Richard Watts

LONG SERVICE
AWARDS
Lifetime achievements by rural GPs dedicated to their communities were the
highlight of the Gala Conference Dinner held on the Saturday evening.
His Excellency the Honourable Hieu Van Le, Governor, opened the night with a
wonderful speech and a sincere thank you to the 19 rural GPs each of whom had
given more than 35 years’ service to rural communities. Minister for Health and
Wellbeing, the Honourable Stephen Wade, MLC, acknowledged and thanked the GPs
for their tireless service across the breadth of rural SA.
Under the glittering lights on the stage in front of 200 guests, Prof Ruth Stewart
National Rural Health Commissioner presented each GP a specially minted medal
and glass memento in honour of their service.

TO THE 19 RURAL GPS WHO WERE PRESENT AND THE
NINE WHO COULD NOT BE THERE ON THE NIGHT, SA’S
RURAL COMMUNITIES, YOUR COLLEAGUES AND YOUR
HEALTH SERVICES JOIN US IN SAYING THANK YOU –
FOR THE SACRIFICES YOU HAVE MADE, THE BABIES YOU HAVE
BIRTHED, THE LIVES YOU HAVE SAVED, AND WHEN YOU HAVE
BEEN THERE FOR THE FINAL CURTAIN CALL, THANK YOU.
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STRONGER
TOGETHER
ANNUAL GP CONFERENCE
ALWAYS A HIGHLIGHT OF THE CALENDAR, THIS YEAR’S
PRODUCTION STRONGER TOGETHER WAS NO EXCEPTION.
With the theme focusing on the strength of rural practice and collaboration, almost 100
rural GPs and rural generalists gathered at the Adelaide Convention Centre for the twoday Annual Rural GP Conference.
Two procedural workshops opened the clinical program – Working on a Knife’s Edge for
GP proceduralists, and Challenging Times Managing High Risk Emergencies for Rural
Generalists and rural GPs.
National Rural Health Commissioner Prof Ruth Stewart opened the conference program
and the next day and a half were packed with clinical education contextualised to
rural general practice, including mental health, dermatology, cardiology, rheumatology,
paediatrics, chronic pain, eye health and paediatric optometry. The program was highly
rated by the rural GPs for content, variety, relevance and for networking.

GP FAMILY PROGRAM
Our GP Family Program running alongside the rural GP conference was real hit.
Kicking off with a children’s circus and parent social time on the Friday afternoon,
50 parents and children packed into the Hilton for an afternoon of fun activities.
This set the scene for an even greater adventure the next day, where 80 people boarded
two buses bound for the Monarto Safari Park, the largest safari park outside of Africa, for
a rendezvous with the lions in the specially built 360 degree vehicles, as well as time
on the Zu-loop bus and the walking trails to see the unique programs that support rare
and endangered species.
Based on the highly positive feedback, we think we will have our work cut out to top this
one next year.
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SAVES
LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION!

OUR STAR OF THE ACCIDENT AND EMERGENCY
SCREEN -SAVES, THE SA VIRTUAL
EMERGENCY SERVICE.
The only description for SAVES this year is, it’s been a sensational success.
SAVES provide an experienced rural GP or rural generalist who delivers support
to 41 rural accident and emergency services every night of the year 7pm to 7am.

As it entered its fifth year of operation, SAVES broke
all previous records with a total of 2,856 calls –
almost 300% increase in calls compared to last year.
We thank our panel of experienced rural generalists Dr Zak Baig, Dr Mike Beckoff,
Dr Godfrey Sibanda, Dr Sean Taylor, Dr Richard Watts, Dr Rohan Williams and
SAVES Clinical Director Dr Tim Kelly for arriving on set every night and creating
the opportunity for local GPs to have a break, while nursing staff and patients
are supported by you.
We look forward to the continuation of SAVES into next season.
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ROAD TO RURAL
INTERN PROGRAM
FAN FAVOURITE ROAD TO RURAL INTERN, OR R2R AS
IT’S KNOWN BY ITS FANDOM, DOUBLED THE LEAD
ROLES FROM 20 INTERNS A YEAR TO 40 INTERNS THIS YEAR.
Not only that, R2R picked up new locations in Kapunda, Angaston, Murray Bridge, Mannum and
Waikerie joining long time R2R sites in Crystal Brook, Jamestown and Port Lincoln. As Kadina’s
situation changed, we thanked them for taking part in the rotations since the beginning of the
program and said farewell at the beginning of 2021.
With eight sites, and five metropolitan-based interns rotating through one of the sites for 10 weeks,
R2R is now a major program in the Rural Junior Doctor training genre – a genre that is gaining quite
a lot of state and national interest.
Prior to tackling their new roles, interns participate in the expanded orientation program we
launched this year, ensuring they are well equipped through comprehensive orientation to rural
general practice and rural hospital roles. Intern colleagues who are spending the full year in
country have also participated.

A huge thanks to our production partners, the regional Local Health
Networks (LHNs), the metro LHNs, the rural practices and GPs,
AOGP, LearnEM, and of course to the lead actors, the 40 interns
undertaking their R2R rotation in country SA.
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WORKFORCE

PHC
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THE CASTING CALL FOR NEW TALENT WAS WELL AND
TRULY ANSWERED BY ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
WHO STARTED IN NEW ROLES THIS YEAR.
WE WELCOMED 33 NEW CLINICIANS FROM
10 DISCIPLINES TO STAR IN COUNTRY SA’S PRIMARY
HEALTH CARE SERVICES.

Many of these clinicians are taking on their first role after graduating.
The demand for more physiotherapists continues, with 10 of the new starters
physiotherapists, followed in number by six speech pathologists, four
occupational therapists, three podiatrists, three optometrists, two dentists,
two pharmacists and one each of a dietitian, an exercise physiologist and a
psychologist.
All new recruits were eligible for relocation support grants to assist them to
start in their new locations and reduce the financial barriers associated with
moving to a rural town.

We thank every allied health
professional who has chosen to
start their new story in rural SA.
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BACK ON

COUNTRY

COLLABORATION
Back on Country is our production in partnership with the Aboriginal Health
Council of South Australia Ltd, and our schedule really ramped up this year.
OUR FIRST COLLABORATION, THE PRACTITIONER EDUCATION PROGRAM,
WRAPPED UP HAVING TRAINED 22 NEW ABORIGINAL HEALTH
PRACTITIONERS FOR ABORIGINAL COMMUNITY CONTROLLED HEALTH
SERVICES THROUGHOUT RURAL SA.
In addition to a major contribution to the trained workforce in health services, the collaboration
shows the strength of partnership to maintain a service while a more sustainable funding
solution can evolve.
You can’t have 22 new Aboriginal Health Workers without amazing coaches and support
crews, and we thank AHCSA Ltd’s registered training organisation team, the mentors and
clinical supports in all the local health services, and family and friends who have applauded
you every step of the way.

Congratulations to everyone who has completed
their training and in doing so upholds the spirit
of the Back on Country Collaboration.
In episode 2, AHCSA Ltd began what we all hope will be long-term work with AHHCS to develop
strategies to address the ACCHS workforce issues. AHCSA designed and tested a culturally
appropriate methodology for the local organisation’s issues and the local staff priorities
that will enable local plans to be developed, as well as ACCHS-wide plans where there are
common issues across ACCHS. This work will provide important contribution to the SA rural
primary health care needs assessments, and we trust the Back on Country workforce planning
collaboration will become a key platform for investment in workforce capacity, capability and
confidence.
A sneak peak at next year’s programing… beginning a new story show Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander primary and high school students what health careers look like... from tech to
toes. We cant wait!
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HEALTH WORKFORCE
SCHOLARSHIPS
PROGRAM
With COVID significantly disrupting Season 3 of the
Health Workforce Scholarship program last year, we
were delighted to add to more episodes to Season 4,
in total granting an incredible $1.5m for bursaries and
scholarships in the 2020-2021 year.
THE EIGHT EPISODES (OR ROUNDS) ATTRACTED
MUCH INTEREST, AND WHEN THE FINAL AUDIENCE
NUMBERS WERE TALLIED, 350 ALLIED HEALTH
PROFESSIONALS, 104 GPS AND 93 NURSES
HAD BEEN AWARDED GRANTS.
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Health Workforce Scholarships Program provides two types
of grants. Scholarships of up to $10,000 a year for up to
two years for formal post graduate university education and
bursaries, that are individual grants of generally less than
$5,000 for professional development in priority locations or in
priority topics, such as mental health.
Priority areas are determined by RDWA’s needs assessment,
and in addition to demonstrating alignment with the key
needs, applicants must demonstrate how the education they
propose will contribute to meeting local community need.

With 1,407 scholarships or bursaries
awarded since January 2018, there are
a number of areas where local need for
specialised areas of skill such as skin
cancer will be met by the number of
skilled clinicians in the area.
This will allow for new local priorities to be identified and
skills developed through the allocation of bursaries and
scholarships for areas that are still under serviced, especially
to gain more accredited mental health practitioners.

Bravo, and thank you to the 547 grant
recipients for continuing to clinical skills
to better serve your communities.
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RURAL

HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
YOUNG ASPIRING ACTORS HAVE MANY HURDLES TO LEAP
BEFORE THEY GAIN ENTRY TO ACTING (MEDICAL) SCHOOL.
They have to perform highly in their academic studies, score highly in a clinical aptitude
test and then give the performance of their life to a live audience in an interview.
Phew! Where do you start to make that sound like something that’s achievable?
Well our rural high school students who are thinking about medicine are at the front of
our minds when we design our university preparation grant.
Our work is to help rural high school students to be confident and able to clear those
‘high’ hurdles by demystifying what is involved at each step, and by providing practical
information and learning opportunities throughout the years before they make that
application to university.
UCAT is an essential component of the process for applying for undergraduate medicine
in SA, and part of the selection process for medicine includes an interview, so gaining
skills in being interviewed and what an interview involves is incredibly important for year
12 students who have applied for medicine.

THIS YEAR, OUR UNIVERSITY PREPARATION
ACTIVITIES WERE ONLINE, AND 56 STUDENTS
PARTICIPATED IN OUR UNIVERSITY PREPARATION
UCAT PREPARATION PROGRAM AND IN THE
INTERVIEW SKILLS LEARNING.
Those students are will complete their year 12 later in 2021, and then no doubt be waiting
the results and the uni offers at the end of the year – we wish them all the best in their
dream to become our doctors of the future.
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UNIVERSITY
STUDENTS
LET’S CALL MEDICAL AND HEALTH DISCIPLINE SCHOOLS IN
UNIVERSITY THE ‘DEVELOPMENT AND PREPRODUCTION PHASE’
FOR THE STARS AND TALENT THAT WILL BE OUR RURAL FUTURE
WORKFORCE.
This is where the ideas become the script for the future – and that’s where we want
to make sure that rural health careers are somewhere in the script for all medical and
health discipline students.
To give this the best chance possible, we partner with the talented and energetic Rural
Health Clubs in each of SA’s three universities. You’ll find rural careers being promoted all
the way through the storyboards, from O Week to Grad week, and everywhere in between.
While COVID has meant re-writing some parts of this year’s script, our preproduction
activities have reached 383 students this year.
Our Ride Along Program with the RDFS is one of those script changes that had to happen,
and we are hopeful we will be writing it back in soon
Always the highlight of the rural development phase for medical students, we managed
to bring together the biggest cast ever for the ‘Great Quorn Adventure’, filmed on location
in and around Devil’s Peak in the gorgeous Southern Flinders Ranges. Twenty seven
emerging stars led by our rural legends Dr Tony Lian Lloyd, Dr Steve Holmes and Dr Kasia
Strojeck aced every scene, supported every step of the way by a local cast of loyal
community members and health leaders.

AS THE GRADUATING CLASSES OF 2021 START
TO CALL THIS A WRAP, WE LOOK FORWARD TO
FOLLOWING THEM AS THEY BEGIN TO TAKE THOSE
FIRST STEPS INTO THEIR CAREERS.
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STAKEHOLDERS
AND ADVISORS
COLLABORATION AND TEAMWORK ARE KEY
INGREDIENTS FOR SUCCESS IN ANY PRODUCTION.
Many of the best collaboration efforts happen behind the scenes when people
focus on developing workable and creative solutions to the ever-present challenges
of attracting, training and retaining a rural health workforce.

OUR HEALTH WORKFORCE STAKEHOLDER GROUP AND OUR
OUTREACH ADVISORY FORUM BRING TOGETHER THE MAJOR
CONTRIBUTORS TO THE PRODUCTION OF SA’S RURAL HEALTH
WORKFORCE TO MEET AT KEY TIMES IN THE YEAR.
This is where we put our planning and development work on the table and members
of the group bring their creative ideas together to identify the activities that can
propel us into new territory or address entrenched barriers.
We would like to acknowledge the contributions through out the year, and thank
the members of our Health Workforce Stakeholder Group and our Outreach Advisory
Forum.

Health Workforce Stakeholder Group
Ms Stephanie Clota (GPEx), Mr Kim Hosking (CSAPHN), Prof Alison Jones (Flinders
University), Prof Esther May (UniSA), Dr Hendrika Meyer (Regional LHNs), Mr Shane
Mohor (ACHSA Ltd) and Prof Lucie Walters (Adelaide Uni), chaired by Ms Lyn Poole
(RDWA) with Ms Mandy McCulloch and Ms Gretchen Scinta (RDWA).

Our Outreach Advisory Forum
Joint Chairs, Mr Shane Mohor and Ms Lyn Poole, Dr Ken Fielke (Outreach Provider),
Ms Kathleen Gregurke (community), Mr Kim Hosking (CSAPHN), Ms Michelle Marvin
(Optometry Vic SA) and Dr Hendrika Meyer (Regional LHNs).
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FAREWELL

JFPP
THE MUCH-LOVED JOHN FLYNN PLACEMENTS PROGRAM,
SADLY, WILL CEASE PRODUCTION EARLY NEXT SEASON.
We were deeply saddened to learn about the end of the program in this year’s Federal
Budget announcements. The John Flynn program has provided thousands of medical
students with the opportunity to connect with rural communities across Australia.
This has been for many, a life-changing opportunity.
The ability to establish a relationship with a rural GP and their community, and have that
reinforced annually, has meant that young medical students have been left with a lasting
impression of the crucial and celebrated role that rural GPs play in their communities.
It is extremely disappointing that the Department of Health chose to end this program
without thorough investigation of its worth, with the cost being a relatively small amount
of money that enabled 300 new medical students to join each year.

We can only hope that there will come a time
when the loss of this program and its impact will be
acknowledged, and a reimagining of the concept
might emerge.
Like the lack of notice, there has been no acknowledgement of the GP mentors and rural
hosts who have given so much of their time to support these placements. We thank
you for all that you have done to support the future medical workforce in having these
wonderful opportunities and creating such lovely memories.
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TELEHEALTH

GRANTS

Our best productions wouldn’t be what they are in the end without
our Special Effects Department.
With the Commonwealth Department of Health extending telehealth item numbers for a further 12
months, we took the opportunity to ask practices to apply for small grants to improve their special
effects (telemedicine) infrastructure. Like the first round last year, this opportunity was grabbed
with both hands by many in the industry.
Applicants were asked to indicate how the grant would practically increase the local community
access to services and to explain how the technology would integrate with the systems of
comprehensive health care.
All we can say is that there are some amazing creatives in rural SA, drawing inspiration from
intelligent approaches to integrating multi modes of health care delivery to meet their local
community’s needs.
We’ve asked everyone who received a grant to share the outcomes after the first six months, so
we look forward to tracking progress and sharing wonderful examples of innovation in health care
systems.

A HUGE THANK YOU TO THE 26 GP AND ALLIED HEALTH
PRACTICES THAT RECEIVED A GRANT FOR THEIR
CONTINUED QUEST FOR DRIVING IMPROVEMENT IN
CARE IN THEIR COMMUNITY.

DIRECTOR’S
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Dr Mike Beckoff (Chair)
Mr Bill Hamill (Treasurer)
Dr Seshu Boda
Dr Marion Crompton
Ms Andrea Ferguson
Dr Sam Ghamrawi
Ms Erin McCarthy
Dr Lachlan Mackinnon
Ms Alyson Smith
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THE DIRECTOR WISHES TO THANK

THE RDWA

CREW

Aleks Sindjelic
Amy Underdown
Andrea Brown
Angela Tridente
Barb Wright
Ben Trappel
Billy Doecke
Dawn Lovell
Emma Host
Erin Helps
Grainne Mullen
Gretchen Scinta
Hannah Quigley
Heather Gryst
Jane Arnott
Jehan Marjrouh
Jeff Kelley
Jenni Phelps
Jo Krieg
Jo Rayner
Jo Rolph
Kath Jacka
Katrina Dyte
Lauren Channon
Liesl Riley
Louise Holley
Lyn Poole
Mandy McCulloch
Merien Prga
Michelle Manuel
Nikki Elliott

Noelene Cooper
Paula Wood
Rene Batters
Richard Wilmot
Sean McCulloch
Shirley Capitano
Sophi Hlipala
Stacey Aviso
Teena Norman
Dr Alec Stolz
Dr Andrew Miller
Dr Godfrey Sibhanda
Dr Graham Nicholson
Dr Greg Crafter
Dr Jacqui Wagner
Dr Jenny Wilson
Dr Johanna Muller
Dr Oswell Viki
Dr Paula Kitto
Dr Peter Clements
Dr Richard Watts
Dr Richard Weate
Dr Rohan Williams
Dr Sean Taylor
Dr Tim Kelly
Dr Tim Leeuwenburg
Dr Vikki McLaughlin
Dr Willem Joubert
Dr Zak Baig
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TREASURER’S

REPORT

I have pleasure in presenting the audited financial statements
for the Rural Doctors Workforce Agency Inc for the year ended 30 June 2021.
The statements presented are a summary of the RDWA full
report for the financial year 2020-2021. The full statement
is published on the Australian Charities and Not for Profit
Commission’s website https://www.acnc.gov.au/.
RDWA’s major funders are the Australian Government
Department of Health, the Rural Support Service on behalf of
the six Regional Local Health Networks and Health Workforce
Queensland as the lead agency for the Consortium of Rural
Workforce Agencies.
The Statement of Financial Position includes funds from all
sources.
RDWA’s income was $20,915,421 with expenses of
$20,742,027, resulting in retained earnings of $173,394.
Total assets after depreciation as at 30 June 2021 were
$10,809,209 and total liabilities were $5,627,656. Retained
earnings total $4,887,652 and comprise previous years’
accumulated funds.

RDWA uses accrual accounting that recognises income
earned and expenditure incurred within the reporting period
including provision for accrued annual and long service
leave for employees. This presents an accurate financial
position of the RDWA.
CEO Ms Lyn Poole, General Manager Ms Mandy McCulloch
and Finance Manager Ms Shirley Capitano were responsible
for the financial affairs for the year. They provided financial
statements and information to the Audit and Risk Committee
and the Board to support financial monitoring and oversight.
A personal thank you to the management team, staff and
our contracted specialists for their outstanding contribution
to RDWA and the community it serves, in achieving this
financial result in a difficult and challenging year.
I would like to recognise Audit and Risk Committee Members
Dr Lachlan Mackinnon, Ms Erin McCarthy and Ms Alyson
Smith and thank them for their service during the year.

I am pleased to report that the RDWA
remains in a sound financial position.
Bill Hamill I Treasurer
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STATEMENT OF PROFIT OR LOSS
AND OTHER COMPREHENSIVE
INCOME FOR THE YEAR ENDED

30 June 2021
2021 $

2020 $

20,739,738

17,113,218

Interest income

53,764

91,025

Other income

121,919

149,125

(1,804,078)

(1,605,062)

(144,836)

(135,104)

Locum program

(4,061,759)

(3,881,918)

Retention

(1,790,345)

(786,204)

Recruitment

(1,953,282)

(1,102,636)

Business services

(24,875)

(48,582)

National representation

(48,683)

(25,429)

Outreach services

(6,402,322)

(5,846,579)

Attraction

(1,834,957)

(771,417)

PHC Workforce

(1,652,547)

(1,805,036)

Workforce viability & planning

(739,562)

(904,777)

Depreciation expense

(275,588)

(189,514)

(9,193)

(12,757)

173,394

238,353

0

0

173,394

238,353

Income

Administrative expenses
Board and committee expenses

Finance expenses
Profit for the year
Other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive income for the year
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL
POSITION AS AT

30 June 2021
2021$

2020 $

10,007,427

11,125,143

ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents

19,360

71,650

243,479

57,230

70,412

34,443

10,340,678

11,288,466

Property, plant and equipment

157,778

113,059

Right-of-use assets

310,753

593,074

TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS

468,531

706,133

10,809,209

11,994,599

1,164,731

2,395,059

225,912

344,700

Trade and other receivables
GST receivable
Other assets
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS
NON-CURRENT ASSETS

TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Trade and other payables
Lease liabilities

329,591

0

Employee benefits

1,037,848

948,911

Other financial liabilities

2,869,574

3,256,118

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES

5,627,656

6,944,788

92,533

253,776

126,368

81,777

75,000

0

293,901

335,553

TOTAL LIABILITIES

5,921,557

7,280,341

NET ASSETS

4,887,652

4,714,258

Accumulated surplus

4,887,652

4,714,258

TOTAL EQUITY

4,887,652

4,714,258

Other provisions

NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES
Lease liabilities
Employee benefits
Other provisions
TOTAL NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES

EQUITY

PRODUCTIONFUNDING
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STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
FOR THE YEAR ENDED

30 June 2021
Retained Earnings

2021

$

Balance at 1 July 2020

4,714,258

Profit attributable to members of the entity

173,394

Balance at 30 June 2021

4,887,652

2020
Balance at 1 July 2019

4,475,905

Profit attributable to members of the entity

238,353

Balance at 30 June 2020

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED

4,714,258

30 June 2021
2021 $

2020 $

20,341,154

18,471,054

(21,185,424)

(17,314,704)

53,764

91,025

(790,506)

1,247,375

Purchase of property, plant and equipment

(81,796)

(2,226)

Net cash used by investing activities

(81,796)

(2,226)

(236,224)

(156,145)

Payment of interest on finance lease

(9,190)

(12,757)

Net cash used by financing activities

(245,414)

(168,902)

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents held

(1,117,716)

1,076,247

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year

11,125,143

10,048,896

Cash and cash equivalents at end of financial year

10,007,427

11,125,143

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES:
Receipts from customers
Payments to suppliers and employees
Interest received
Net cash provided by / (used in) operating activities
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES:

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES:
Payment of finance lease liabilities
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RESPONSIBLE PERSONS DECLARATION

STATEMENT BY THE BOARD OF MANAGEMENT
In the opinion of the board the financial reports for the year ending June 2021:
1. Present fairly the financial position of Rural Doctors Workforce Agency
Incorporated as at 30 June 2021 and its performance for the year ended on
that date in accordance with Australian Accounting Standards (including
Australian Accounting Interpretations) of the Australian Accounting Standards
Board.
2. At the date of this statement, there are reasonable grounds to believe that
Rural Doctors Workforce Agency Incorporated is able to pay all of its debts as
and when they become due and payable.
3. The financial statements and notes satisfy the requirements of the Australian
Charities and Not-for-profits Commission Act 2012.
Signed in accordance with section 60.15 (2) of the Australian Charities and
Not-for-profits Regulation 2013:

Board member
Dr Michael Beckoff (Chair)

Board member
Mr Bill Hamill (Treasurer)

Dated this 27th day of August 2021
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INDEPENDENT AUDIT REPORT 2020-2021
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INDEPENDENT AUDIT REPORT 2020-2021
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
THIS HAS BEEN AN RDWA PRODUCTION IN CONJUNCTION WITH

